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Intended Use of the Product
  This product is an active therapeutic device intended for the exclusive use for diagnoses, 
  treatments and relative procedures of dentistry.
  The product must be operated or handled by the qualified dentists or by dental staffs under 
  the supervision of the dentist.
  Such dentists or dental staffs should instruct and/or assist the patients to approach to and leave
  from the product.
  Patients should not be allowed to operate or handle the product unless he/she is so instructed. 
  The product is supplied together with the handpieces like electric micromotor, air turbine 
  and/or motor, scaler and so on.
  In addition, it is the device which combines with dental chair and dental light. 

Handpieces that can be used with this product
   Use the Handpieces described on page 31.

Chair that can be used with this product
   Use the Chair described on page 31.

Dental Light that can be used with this product
   Use the Dental Light described on page 31.



Refer to operating 
instructions 

Serial number

Reference
number

*1 : The color of black part is blue in the actual label.

*1



CAUTION

CAUTION

E type:Standard
A type:Option

Ｅ
Ａ

Ｅ

Ａ

Precautions for water quality safety

To maintain the water quality for treatment and for stable water supply to the handpieces, ensure to carry out 
flushout of the residual water in the unit before starting treatment. 

At the beginning of the week or in the morning, that is, a long period of idle time, the residual water in tubings 
and water heater in the unit tends to permit bacteria being propageted. 
Ensure to carry out flushout of water lines in the unit before starting treatment, for the safe treatment and for the 
operation of the handpiece without any problem.
It is also recommended to flush out the residual water in the unit and in handpiece tubings with fresh water,
after the treatment in the morning and also in the evening to prevent bacteria propagation.

Standard length of time required for flushout of water lines in the unit

Handpiece line 
Air Turbine
Micro Motor
Scaler
Syringe (for both doctor / assistant)

About 40 seconds per each of turbine, motor, scaler and syringe.
(About 40 seconds also in case of flushout of all of them in a batch.)

Apply flushout to the scaler with the body kept fitted.  Failure 
may result otherwise. 

Cuspidor line
Cupfiller (water heater)
Bowl flush

About 5 minutes for cleaning water in cupfiller line.

Flushout procedure 

Handpiece line 
Pick up one handpiece out of the holder, and hold it 
over the cuspidor bowl with the turbine kept as it is 
and the contra angle connected to the motor.
 (In case the flushout function is provided, pick up 
all the handpieces in a lump from the holder, and 
hold them on the cuspidor bowl.)

Cuspidor line
Cupfiller (water heater)
Bowl flush

Handpiece line 
Pick up one handpiece out of the holder, and hold it 
over the cuspidor bowl with the turbine kept as it is 
and the contra angle connected to the motor.
( *In case the flushout function is provided, pick up 
all the handpieces in a lump from the holder, and 
hold them over the cuspidor bowl.)

Cuspidor line
Cupfiller (water heater)
Bowl flush

Flushout procedure 

Short time flush out: 
For Flushing out the
Handpiece water line only 
As for flushout procedures, 
please refer to Page 12 
selection and operation of 
short time flush out.

Long time flush out:
For Flushing out the
cupfiller and cuspidor 
bowl after handpiece 
flushout
As for flushout procedures,
please refer to Page 12
Selection and operation 
of long time flush out.

* Applicable when flush-out function was selected as 
optional.
Turn the toggle switch on and flush-out the handpiece

Repeat cupfilling a few times. (at least 3 times)
Press the bowl flush switch and keep flushing the 
cuspidor bowl for 5 minutes.

REQUEST FOR WATER FLUSHOUT (DISCHARGE)
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16. Prohibition of using this equipment adjacent to or stacked with other electronic equipment 

Use of this equipment adjacent to or stacked with other equipment should be avoided because it could result 
in improper operation. If such use is necessary, this equipment and the other equipment should be observed to 
verify that they are operating normally. 

17. Prohibition of placing portable RF communications equipment adjacent to this product

Portable RF communications equipment (including peripherals such as antenna cablesand external antennas) 
should be used no closer than 30 cm (12 inches) to any part of the CLESTAⅡ, including cables specified by the 
manufacturer. Otherwise, degradation of the performance of this euipment could result.
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11. Precautions for cleaning a Cuspidor bowl

Make sure to turn the main switch off when you attach/detach the cuspidor bowl. Cup filler sensor may react to
hands. Resultimg water spill.

12. Pay attention to water discharge when attach/detach the Cuspidor bowl
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• Never use sandpaper, metal scrub brushes and abrasive cleaning agents to clean the unit.
• Do not use strongly acidic cleaning agents or alkaline pipe cleaning agents to avoid corrosion of metals, etc. 

26. Combination with accessories or other devices
Use only our qualified accessories, other devices or equipment for this product to ensure the safety
of product.

27. Pay attention to allergic reaction of a patient
While a vaccume tip is placed in a patient mouse, pay attention to allergic reaction.
If allergic reaction start to happen, immediately stop the usage of a vaccume tip.

28. Precautions for sterilization
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The vacuum tip, syringe nozzle which contacts oral tissues, is provided without sterilization.
Cleaning and sterilization is necessary before use.
For the method of cleaning and sterilization, see "Care and Maintenance" on page 22 to 24.

29. Clean and sterilize the vacuum tip, syringe nozzle before use

30. Be careful not to drop the handpiece
Be careful not to drop the handpiece. Otherwise, it may break or the handpiece may deform.
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Cuspidor Bowl
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     c.  Flush out system 
           The CLESTA II is equipped with two types of flush out system.
           Short time flush out is for cleaning handpiece water lines.
           Long time flush out is for handpiece water lines, bowl flush water line and cupfiller water line.

      e.  Fiber optic handpiece lighting mode (Optional)
            In case that fiber optic handpiece is installed, the fiber optic turns on when the handpiece is taken out of 
            the holder, and turns off when the handpiece is returned to the holder.
            This could be changed to fiber optic turns on when the handpiece is taken out of the holder and drive air 
            pedal of foot control is activated. 

            Momentarily press the function switch five times and press the decrease switch.
            To return to original setting.
            Momentarily press the function switch five times and press the increase switch.

Function Switch Decrease Switch Increase Switch

      d.   Control panel switching sound on/off
            Pressing a switch on the control panel makes an electronic sound. 
            This sound can be eliminated as follows;

            Momentarily press the function switch four times and momentarily press the decrease switch.
            To return to original setting.
            Momentarily press the function switch four times and momentarily press the increase  switch.

Function Switch Decrease Switch Increase Switch
+

+

Ａ

Flushout Switch
(optional)

OFFON

           1) Short time flush out
               Momentarily press the function switch  three times and momentarily press the decrease switch. 
               Pick up the handpieces from the holder and set them in the cuspidor bowl.
               By momentarily pressing  the foot controller this starts short time flush out.
               Water comes out from the handpiece and stops automatically after 40 seconds. 
               During flush out, by momentarily pressing any one of unit control switch or  foot controller will 
               cancel flush out immediately.
           2) Long time flush out
               Momentarily press the function switch three times and momentarily press the increase switch.
               Pick up the handpieces from the holder and set them in the cuspidor bowl.
               By momentarily pressing the foot controller this starts long time flush out for 5 minutes.
               Then, cupfiller and bowl flush out starts and stops automatically in another 5 minutes.  
               During flush out, momentarily pressing the any one of unit control switch or foot controller will 
               cancel flush out immediately.  
 
 ※ Operating instructions for flush out system (optional)
 Pick up the handpiece(s) from handpiece holder and set them in the cuspidor bowl.
 Water flows from handpiece(s) when turn on the flush out switch.
 To stop flush out operation, turn off the flush out switch during flush out.
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Micromotor

micromotor
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(4)

(5)

(6)
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Holder Support Arm

Handpiece Holder

(7)

(8)

(Optional)
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EURUS LIGHT /

900 Dental Light (Type 920) / EURUS LIGHT

Fig.3-22 Assistant Side Control Panel and          
               Cuspidor Unit Control Panel
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VH-18
Vacuum Handpiece　　　　

BT06
Saliva ejector Handpiece

(6) Cuspidor Bowl (Optional) (Fig.3-26)

 Fig.3-26

cuspidor bowl
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(7) Clean Water System (Optional) (Fig.3-27, Fig.3-28)

 Fig.3-27

 Fig.3-28

 (Fig.3-27)

(Fig.3-28)
 (Fig.3-27)

(10) Monitor Bracket (Optional) (Fig.3-31)
 PC monitor can be mounted on this bracket.

 Fig.3-31 Monitor bracket

Note: Do not apply an excessive load or shock to the
          monitor or monitor bracket. 

increases

AL-720S
AL-720M

900 (Type920) 300 (Type320S) EURUS LIGHT
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9

10

9

(3) Foot Switch (Optional) (Fig.3-34)
      

 

Fig.3-34  Foot Switch

A. Chair Manual Control Switches

B. Chair Auto Mode Switches

 Note: Please refer to page 9              (Fig3-7)(Fig.3-8). 

BA

Fig.3-32  Foot Control
               (Type A2)

Fig.3-33  Electric Motor Foot Control
               (Type SE)

 (Fig.3-33)

 (Fig.3-32)
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Fig.5-1   Drain Cap, Basket Strainer, 
　　　　and Cupfiller Base

5. CARE AND MAINTENANCE

Cleaning Unit

Cleaning and Sterilization of product exterior
 Clean the metallic parts with a dry soft cloth. Wipe off water immediately if water is put on the product.
 Water may cause rusting.
 Clean the resin parts with a wet soft cloth.
 Use FD333 or FD366 made by Durr or ethanol for cleaning and bacteria elimination from the product
 exterior. 

• When the surface of the control panel is cleaned with disinfectant, etc., wipe off disinfectant
  completely. If it penetrates into the back of the sheet, the membrane switches may malfunction.
• Wipe off water and residual disinfectant immediately. This could cause corrosion, damage or
  incorrect operation of the unit.
• Immediately wipe off any water spills or leakage on the floor. This could cause damage to the product,
  decreased strength of the floor may lead to physical injury including fall, or property damage.

(1) Drain Cap, Basket Strainer, Cupfiller base, and Cuspidor Bowl  
      A. Detach the drain cap, and clean the basket strainer. 
 Remove the cupfiller base and clean it. 
 Turn the bowl flush nozzle counterclockwise, 
 avoiding the clash with the cuspidor bowl. (Fig.5-1)

      B. Turn the cuspidor bowl to left and right and remove
 it upward. (Fig.5-2)

 
      

      C. When it is hard to attach the cuspidor bowl after cleaning,  
 wet the inserting surface for an easy attachment.
 After the attachment, make sure the cuspidor bowl is 
 attached firmly.  (Fig.5-3)

      D. After attaching the cuspidor bowl, return the bowl
 flush nozzle to the original position and attach the
 cupfiller base.

Drain Cap

Basket
Strainer

Bowl Fush Nozzle

Cupfiller Base

• Turn off the main switch before removing the cuspidor  
 bowl.
• Cuspidor bowl is made of glass or ceramic and may be
 broken when given the impact. When and after removing  
 or attaching the cuspidor bowl, beaware of the handling,  
 avoiding the impact, hitting and falling.
 When carrying the cuspidor bowl, hold it firmly with both   
 hands while placing one hand at the bottom of the cuspidor 
 bowl. 
• Do not clean the cuspidor bowl using hot water because it 
 may be broken.
• Put on the durable gloves when cleaning. 

Fig.5-2   Remove the Cuspidor Bowl

Fig.5-3   Attach the Cuspidor Bowl
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Solid Collector
Filter

(2) Solid Collector (Fig.5-4) 
      Pull out the solid collector filter and clean it.
      After cleaning, refit the solid collector firmly. 

     (3) Tubings and hoses
           Tubings and hoses can be cleaned with FD333 or FD366 made by Durr.

     (4) Cleaning vacuum and saliva ejector lines (Fig.5-5)

           The sucking unit comes into contact with secretions, spit and  
           blood that contain bacteria every day. Be sure to clean and sterilize
           it at the end of each work day.
           Recommended cleaner : Orotol Plus made by DURR.

    (5) Vacuum hose and saliva ejector hose are detachable from the 
           cuspidor unit (Fig.5-6)
           Turn the hose connector 90˚ counterclockwise. The hose can 
           be removed from the cuspidor unit.
           Insert the hose connector and turn through 90˚ clockwise to 
           reconnect.
           Note: After daily operation, run two cups of clean  water 
                     through handpieces to clean inside.

Fig.5-4   Solid Collector Filter

Fig.5-5   Cleaning Vacuum/
               Saliva Ejector Lines

Fig.5-6   Vacuum and Saliva Ejector Hose
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    (6) Vacuum Handpiece and saliva ejector Handpiece 
           * Cleaning and sterilization must be done every after use
  to patients.
 For effective sterilization, washing for removing
 contamination and immersion by a cleaning agent are
 required. Then, rinse by water in order to remove residual
 procedures from cleaning to sterilization.
  
 * Use the disposable saliva ejector tip.

 Disassembly (Fig.5-7)
 Disassemble the handpiece for the preparation of cleaning
 as the following figures show. Pull the hose connector to
 disconnect the vacuum hose.

 Cleaning by hand
 A. Wipe off the surface contamination by a cloth while rinsing  
  the surface by running clean warm at 40±5 degrees. (Fig.5-8)
  Scrub the intubation or hole, slide groove and filter by a
  cleaning brush or by a tooth brush with running clean warm
  water at 40± degress.  (Fig.5-9) Wipe off by a cloth for the
  area which brush is unable to reach.  (Fig.5-10)
 B. Check whether contamination is removed or not after
  cleaning.
  Continue the cleaning if contamination is remained.
 C. Immersed with an alkaline disinfection or detergent for 5
  minutes. (We recommend to use ID212 made by DURR)
 D. Rinse thoroughly by distilled water at ordinary
  temperature or by clean water for more than 1 minute.

Fig.5-8  Surface cleaning

Fig.5-9  Cleaning of hole and sliding part

Fig.5-10  Cleaning the area
             (brush is unable to reach)

Cleaning must be done within 1 hour after use.
Replace with a new vacuum handpiece and saliva ejector
handpiece for following cases.
• Any waste material can not be removed by clogged hole.
• Contamination and solid material attached to vacuum
   handpiece and saliva ejector can not be removed.

Upper Saliva
Ejector Cap 

Lower Saliva
Ejector Cap 

Slide Knob

Hose
Connector

Hose
Connector

Slide Knob

VH-18
Vacuum Handpiece　　　　

Vacuum
Handpiece
Body

Vacuum Tip　　　

Vacuum Hose　　　

Vacuum Cap　　　

BT06
Saliva ejector Handpiece

Saliva ejector
Handpiece
Body

Saliva ejector
Hose

Fig.5-7  Vacuum Handpiece
and Saliva Ejector Handpiece
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           Storage
           After sterilizing the handpiece, keep it in the sterilization
           pouch and store in a dark and cool place.

•  Sterilization by class B cycles.
•  Sterilization temperature is 135℃ or less.
•  The cap and body are made of resin. They may become deteriorated if they are
 sterilized in an autoclave many times.
•  After autoclave sterilization, the cap, body, and slide knob are subject to discoloration,
 which does not have a negative effect on performance.
•  The slide knob can be autoclave100 times and is expendable supplies.
•  Dry naturally if the temperature for drying process is to exceed 135℃.
•  If damage occurs to the Sterilization pouch, discard and sterilize again  using a new   
 pouch.

 Sterilization (Fig.5-12)
 A. Insert the handpiece in a sterilization pouch and seal it.
 B. Autoclave for 3 min. at 134℃ and dry for 15 min.
  Sterilization with autoclave is pemitted up to 250 times.

Fig.5-12  Vacuum Handpiece and Saliva
              Ejector Handpiece

 Assembly before sterilization (Fig.5-11)
 Vacuum Tip/Vacuum Handpiece/Saliva Ejector Handpiece
 can be autoclave. Vacuum handpiece and saliva ejector
 handpiece have to assemble before autoclave.

 When assembling the vacuum handpiece, align the two
 surfaces; a flat surface of the cap and the surface of the
 sliding groove of the body. Then, slide the cap into the
 body straight.
 * Do not insert it twisted.

Caution when assembling
vacuum handpiece before
sterilization

Align the
two surfaces

After assembly

Cap

Body Insert the cap
straight down

Complete insertion
with two surfaces
tightly aligned

Confirm both surfaces aligned

Fig.5-11  Assembly before sterilization         
             (Vacuum Handpiece)
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     (7) Belmont 77 Syringe
           * Cleaning and sterilization must be done every after use
  to patients.

 Disassembly (Fig.5-13)
 Remove the nozzle from syringe by turning it in direction A.

 Cleaning by hand
 A. Wipe off the surface contamination by a cloth while rinsing
  the surface by running clean warm water at 40±5 degrees.
  Scrub the tip and joint part of nozzle by a cleaning brush
  or by a tooth brush with running clean warm water at 40±5
  degrees. (Fig.5-14)
 B. Check whether contamination is removed or not after
  cleaning. Continue the cleaning if contamination is 
  remained.
 C. Immersed with an alkaline disinfection or detergent for 5
  minutes. (We recommend to use ID212 made by DURR)
 D. Rinse thoroughly by distilled water at ordinary temperature
  or by clean water for more than 1 minute.  

Fig.5-13  Belmont 77 Syringe

Fig.5-14  Cleaning Belmont 77 
Syringe Nozzle

Fig.5-15  Sterilization Belmont 
77 Syringe Nozzle

 Sterilization (Fig.5-15)
 The nozzle can be sterilized with autoclave.
 A. Insert the handpiece in a sterilization pouch and seal it.
 B. Autoclave for 3 min. at 134℃ and dry for 15 min.
  sterilization with autoclave is permitted up to 250 times.
  Apply Vaseline thinly and evenly to the two O-rings after
  sterilization.
  Tighten the nut firmly in direction B to undo rhe nozzle. 

•  Sterilization by class B cycles.
•  Sterilization temperature is 135℃ or less.
•  Dry naturally if the temperature for drying process is to exceed 135℃.
•  If damage occurs to the Sterilization pouch, discard and sterilize again  using a new   
 pouch.
•  Before use, make sure that the nut is firmly tightened.

           Storage
           After sterilizing the nozzle, keep it in the sterilization
           pouch and store in a dark and cool place.
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    (8) Handpieces 
          Observe the instructions given in the package insert
 and Instruction Manual included with the handpiece
 to clean it.

    (9) Air Filter Drain Valve (Fig.5-16) 
           Air filter drain valve is located under the
 maintenance lid.
  Once a week open the drain valve and drain off
 water from the air line.
    

   (10) Filter Replacement (Fig.5-17) 
 The water filter in the junction box needs to
 be replaced at least once a year.
 The air filter in the junction box needs to be
 replaced at least once every three years.
 Contact your local service representative for
 replacement.

Fig.5-16   Air Filter Drain Valve

Pump
Cover

Maintenance Lid
【 CLESTAⅡ CHAIR 】

【 CLESTAⅡ CHAIR (EURUS TYPE) 】

Pump
Cover

Air Filter 
Drain Valve

Close

Open

Air Filter 
Drain Valve

Close

Open

Pump Cover
Lid

【 CLESTAⅡ CHAIR 】

【 CLESTAⅡ CHAIR (EURUS TYPE) 】

Air Filter

Water Filter

Air Filter
Water Filter

Fig.5-17  Filter
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6. MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION
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Slide knob for vacuum handpiece

WARNING

7. Detachable Parts

PA R T S PA R T S

Handpiece Saliva ejector Handpiece

Handpiece hose Vacuum tip

Cuspidor bowl Solid collector lid

Drain cap Solid collector filter

Basket strainer Male connector for water service outlet

Cupfiller base Male connector for air service outlet

Cupfiller nozzle Oil mist separator
Vacuum Handpiece
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This product complies with EMC Standard EN60601-1-2:2015.
1. Precautions regarding EMC and compliance with accompanying documents
       Medical electrical equipment requires special precautions regarding EMC and needs to be installed and put 

       into service according to the EMC information provided in this booklet.
2. Effects of RF communication devices
       Portable and mobile RF communication devices can affect medical electrical equipment.
3. Installation exclusion environment
       Hospitals except for near active HF SURGICAL EQUIPMENT and the RF shielded room of an 

       ME SYSTEM for magnetic resonance imaging,where the intensity of EM DISTURBANCES is high. 

4. Electromagnetic emission declaration

Guidance and manufacturer’s declaration – electromagnetic immunity
The CLESTAⅡ Unit is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below. The customer or
user of the CLESTAⅡ Unit should ensure that it is used in such an environment. 

Immunity test IEC 60601  test level Compliance level
Electrostatic
discharge (ESD)
IEC 61000-4-2

±8 kV contact
±15 kV air

±8 kV contact
±15 kV air

Flooring should be wood, concrete, or ceramic
tiles. If the floor is covered with synthetic material,
the relative humidity should be at least 30%.  

Electrical fast
transient/burst
IEC 61000-4-4

±2 kV for 
power supply lines
±1 kV for
input/output lines

±2 kV for 
power supply lines
±1 kV for
input/output lines

The mains power quality should be that of 
a typical commercial or hospital environment.

Surge
IEC 61000-4-5

±1 kV differential mode
±2 kV common mode

±1 kV differential mode
±2 kV common mode

The mains power quality should be that of
a typical commercial or hospital environment.

Voltage dips, short
interruptions and
voltage variations
on power supply 
input lines
IEC 61000-4-11

0% UT
; 0.5 cycles
0°,45°,90°,135°,180°,
225°, 270° and 315°
0% UT
; 1cycle and
70% UT
; 25/30 cycles
at 0°, single phase
0%UT
; 250/300 cycles

0% UT
; 0.5 cycles
0°,45°,90°,135°,180°,
225°, 270° and 315°
0% UT
; 1cycle and
70% UT
; 25/30 cycles
at 0°, single phase
0%UT
; 250/300 cycles

The mains power quality should be that 
of a typical commercial or hospital 
environment. If the user of the 

requires continued 
operation during mains power interruptions,
it is recommended that the

be powered from an 
uninterruptible power supply or a battery.

Power frequency
(50/60 Hz)
magnetic field
IEC 61000-4-8

30 A/m 30 A/m Power frequency magnetic fields should be at
levels characteristic of a typical location in
a typical commercial or hospital environment.

Note UT is the AC mains voltage prior to the application of the test level.

Electromagnetic environment - guidance

Guidance and manufacturer’s declaration – electromagnetic emissions
The CLESTAⅡ Unit is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below. The customer or
user of the CLESTAⅡUnit should ensure that it is used in such an environment.

Emissions test Compliance Electromagnetic environment - guidance
RF emissions
CISPR 11 Group 1

The CLESTAⅡ Unit only uses RF energy for its internal
function. Therefore, its RF emissions are very low and are not
likely to cause any interference with nearby electronic equipment.

RF emissions
CISPR 11

Class B The CLESTAⅡUnit is suitable for use in all establishments, 
including domestic establishments and those directly connected 
to the public low-voltage power supply network that supplies 
buildings used for domestic purposes.

Harmonic emissions
IEC 61000-3-2 Class A

Voltage fluctuations/
Flicker emissions
IEC 61000-3-3

Complies

Use of this equipment adjacent to or stacked with other equipment should be avoided because it could 
result in improper operation.If such use is necessary,this equipment and the other equipment should be 
observed to verify that they are operating normally.

WARNING

5. Electromagnetic immunity declaration 1

CLESTAⅡ Unit

CLESTAⅡ Unit

8. ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY (EMC)
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Conducted RF
IEC 61000-4-6

3V
0.15MHz～80MHz

6V
0.15MHz～80MHz
in ISM and 
amateur radio bands

3V
0.15MHz～80MHz

6V
0.15MHz～80MHz
in ISM and 
amateur radio bands

Radiated RF
IEC 61000-4-3

3V/m
80MHz～2.7GHz
80% AM (1 kHz)

3V/m
80MHz～2.7GHz
80% AM (1 kHz)

Near electromagnetic field 
caused by RF wireless 
communication devices
IEC 61000-4-3 

See the table below See the table below

Guidance and manufacturer’s declaration – electromagnetic immunity
The CLESTAⅡ Unit is intended for use in the electromagnetic  environment specified below. The customer or
user of the CLESTAⅡ Unit should ensure that it is used in such an environment. 

Immunity test IEC 60601  test level Compliance level Electromagnetic environment - guidance

Warning:

Portable RF communications equipment (including peripherals such as antenna cablesand external 
antennas) should be used no closer than 30 cm(12 inches) to any part of the CLESTAⅡ, including
cables specified by the manufacturer.
Otherwise,degradation of the performance of this equipment could result.

Portable RF communications equipment
 (including peripherals such as antenna 
cablesand external antennas) should be 
used no closer than 30 cm(12 inches) to 
any part of the CLESTAⅡ, including
cables specified by the manufacturer.
Otherwise,degradation of the performance
of this equipment could result. 

WARNING

6. Electromagnetic immunity declaration 2

7. Essential performance
Unless operated by the chair control switch, the chair will not make any movements. Unless operated by the 
foot controller, the handpiece will not move except for sounding a buzzer and switching the indicator on/off.
Loss or decline of essential performance may cause the chair or handpiece to move unexpectedly, causing 
harm to the patient, operator or people or objects around the patient or operator.

Near electromagnetic field caused by RF wireless communication devices

Test frequency  (MHz) Modulation IEC 60601 test level IEC 60601 compliance level

385

450

710
745
780

2450

810
870
930

1720
1845
1970

5240
5500
5785
Note a)

Pulse modulationa)

18Hz
Frequency modulation
±5kHz shift
1kHz sine wave

Pulse modulationa)

217Hz

The carrier is modulated by a square wave with a 50% duty cycle.

27V/m

28V/m

9V/m

28V/m

28V/m

28V/m

9V/m

27V/m

28V/m

9V/m

28V/m

28V/m

28V/m

9V/m

Pulse modulationa)

217Hz

Pulse modulationa)

18Hz

Pulse modulationa)

217Hz

Pulse modulationa)

217Hz
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NSK NBX / iMD PCB. / EX-6 

XINETIC SCALER

EMS NO PAIN SCALER

*No optic turbine for A Type

*E Type only

11. DENTAL LIGHTS THAT CAN BE USED WITH THIS PRODUCT

　・EURUS LIGHT

　・900 Dental Light (Type 920)

　・300 Dental Light (Type 320S)

　・AL-720S / AL-720M

9. HANDPIECES THAT CAN BE USED WITH THIS PRODUCT

10. CHAIRS THAT CAN BE USED WITH THIS PRODUCT

IMPORTANT

The connectors of our handpiece hose are designed and manufactured in accordance with ISO9168:2009 

(DENTISTRY-HOSE CONNECTORS FOR AIR DRIVEN DENTAL HANDPIECES).

However, there still could be a case that the connectors of turbines or air motors may not fit into some 

handpieces due to the manufacturing tolerances.

Have your local authorized Belmont dealer check the connectability before purchasing the handpiece.

Except for our recommended handpieces, we shall not be liable for any problems deriving from bad 

connectability or their performance. 

　・CLESTA Ⅱ CHAIR

　・CLESTA Ⅱ CHAIR (EURUS TYPE)

　・CLAIR CHAIR
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12.  
 
  

 It may be different from the following list depending on the specification of the unit.

Quick connector that provides external 
equipment with water.

The container to take in cotton and swab 
for dental treatment.

Receptacle to do away with used 
cotton,etc.

intended use, etc.

Model number: MCL-04NH-1B

Quick connector that provides external 
equipment with air.

Model number: MC-04PH

Accessories

The flushout tray holds the handpieces and
allows the hands-free flushing.Flushout tray

Grip for portability of foot control to 
reduce hand contact.
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